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Finding Arguments in this File

m

Resolved: The United States federal government should substantially increase
its protection of water resources in the United States.
Use the table of contents on the next pages to find the evidence you need or the navigation bar on the left. We
have tried to make the table of contents as easy to use as possible. You’ll find scenario/impacts, affirmatives,
disadvantages, counterplans, and kritiks listed alphabetically in their categories.
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Using the Arguments in this File

We encourage you to be familiar with the evidence you use. Highlight (underline) the key lines you will use in the
evidence. Cut evidence from our files, incorporate your and others’ research and make new files. File the evidence
so that you can easily retrieve it when you need it in debate rounds. Practice reading the evidence out-loud;
Practice applying the arguments to your opponents’ positions; Practice defending your evidence in rebuttal
speeches.

Use West Coast Evidence as a Beginning
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We hope you enjoy our evidence files and find them useful. In saying this, we want to make a strong statement
that we make when we coach and that we believe is vitally important to your success: DO NOT USE THIS EVIDENCE
AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR YOUR OWN RESEARCH. Instead, let it serve as a beginning. Let it inform you of important
arguments, of how to tag and organize your arguments, and to offer citations for further research. Don’t stagnate
in these files--build upon them by doing your own research for updates, new strategies, and arguments that
specifically apply to your opponents. In doing so, you’ll use our evidence to become a better debater.

Copying and Sharing West Coast Evidence?
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Our policy gives you the freedom to use our evidence for educational purposes without violating our hard work.
• You may print and copy this evidence for those on your team.
• You may not electronically share nor distribute this evidence with anyone other than those on your
team unless you very substantially change each page of material that you share.
For unusual situations, you can e-mail us at jim@wcdebate.com and seek our consent.
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Resolved: The United States federal
government should substantially increase
its security cooperation with the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization in one or
more of the following areas: artificial
intelligence, biotechnology, cybersecurity
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Resolved: The United States federal government should substantially
increase its security cooperation with the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization in one or more of the following areas: artificial
intelligence, biotechnology, cybersecurity
Overview of Words

Sa

m

Many of the words in the resolution are fairly standard for policy debate resolutions, while the key
phrase “security cooperation” contains specific, field-contextual meaning, along with the topic areas:
“artificial intelligence,” “biotechnology,” and “cybersecurity.” In this section, we will examine the words
“substantially,” "increase," “security,” “cooperation” (and examine the contextual definition of the two
words together, “security cooperation”), “North Atlantic Treaty Organization,” (NATO) as well as the
topic areas.

Substantially

m
ar

k

“Substantially” exists to limit the scope of the resolution, but its inconsistent and generic definition set
cuts against its limiting qualities. The word’s various quantitative definitions are inapplicable to any
context but their original ones (a particular act, policy, etc.). On the other hand, the various qualitative
definitions tend to be vacuous (important, critical to, etc.) without more exacting application.

er

Given NATO has already indicated its collective interest in expanding its security activities and
cooperation around artificial intelligence, biotechnology, and cybersecurity, “substantially” can be a
word in the resolution that demands affirmative’s defend something substantively more than the
current policies and prospects of the status quo. Given its relationship in the resolution to the following
word, “increase,” the above interpretation can be understood.
Increase

at

“Increase” exists to chart the direction of the topic, for example, to do something more than what’s
currently taking place in the status quo. Given there isn’t much definitional diversity to the
understanding of the word “increase,” it is best analyzed in relationship with the former word in the
resolution, “substantially,” which helps articulate the context for its meaning.

W

Similarly to the analysis above, an “increase” in US and NATO security cooperation could be doing more
than what those actors are currently doing around artificial intelligence, biotechnology, and
cybersecurity, or it could be a new action, policy, or practice those actors are not currently doing – one
that would further develop the US and NATO’s security cooperation in one or all of those areas.
Security
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“Security” is a word that steers the area of focus for the resolution. Definitionally, “security” can be
understood in relation to other words such as safety, protection, and defense. One definition views
“security” as that state of being free from danger, threat, or risk.

pl
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Given “security” precedes cooperation, the action word of the resolution, it defines the type of
cooperation (or the ultimate aims or goals) of topical affirmative plans. In a way, it also outlines a scope
of negative ground – non-security cooperation. Ultimately, understanding “security” is best when
conjoined with the word that follows it.

m

Cooperation

Sa

“Cooperation” functions as the action word of the resolution, indicating the role the US and NATO have
in the resolutional focus. Definitions of “cooperation” can vary, such as “the process of working together
to the same end,” “acting together for a common purpose or benefit,” and “working together with or
helping someone.”

m
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Security Cooperation

k

Given the definitional variety, one could argue US security “cooperation” with NATO must be jointly, but
it could also be interpreted as US assisting NATO with something more as a one-instance type of
interaction. Similarly, it could be seen as viewing the end goal of the US and NATO at the same
capacities on these areas of emerging technology, or just that they’re working towards a shared goal or
interest in being more prepared.

“Security cooperation” as a phrase, the main focus of the resolution, narrows the meanings of the two
words separately to convey a more coherent meaning. Definitionally, “security cooperation” is best
understood in the context of the actors themselves. The United States’ Department of Defense has
institutional definitions of “security cooperation,” and the term has appearances and definitions
throughout literature concerning international affairs and defense.
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Since “security cooperation” is the main focus of the resolution, it provides limits to the resolution by
setting any potential action between the US and NATO as one rooted in the mutual security interests of
those actors. Therefore, affirmatives will have to give context for why their plan action within a topic
area is a security issue for both the US and NATO.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

W

“North Atlantic Treaty Organization” is the secondary actor of the resolution. Secondary, because the
resolution advocates for the US to increase its security cooperation, but not by itself, but with NATO
specifically.
NATO is best understood through its history. Created in 1949, the “North Atlantic Treaty Organization,”
also known as the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance, is an intergovernmental military treaty between 30
members states – 28 of which are European, and 2 which are in North America. Since its founding, the
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admission of new member states has increased the alliance from the original 12 countries to 30. The
most recent member state to be added to NATO was North Macedonia on 27 March 2020. NATO
currently recognizes Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, and Ukraine as aspiring members. NATO
constitutes a system of collective security, whereby its independent member states agree to mutual
defense in response to an attack by any external party. It was established during the Cold War in
response to the threat posed by the Soviet Union. The alliance has remained in place since the
dissolution of the Soviet Union, and has been involved in military operations in the Balkans, the Middle
East, South Asia, and Africa.

m

Artificial Intelligence

Sa

“Artificial intelligence” is the first topic area of the resolution’s focus on security cooperation. “Artificial
intelligence” doesn’t have a standard or uniform definition, but has had commonalities throughout its
history. As a term coined by scientists studying it, it tends to be understood as computers capability to
think or perform tasks that normally require humans to do. Another common element in the definition
of “artificial intelligence” is machine learning, or the ability for computers to improve on their history,
experience, and trial and error. As many sci-fi movies have demonstrated, there is a wide range of
possibilities that artificial intelligence can take form as, but it must meet certain criteria.

k

Biotechnology

er

Cybersecurity

m
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“Biotechnology” is another topic area of the resolution for US and NATO security cooperation. As the
root helps indicate, “biotechnology” is about biology. Contextually, “biotechnology” is understood as
technology based on biology. More specifically, it can be understood as the manipulation of living
organisms or their components to produce products or technologies. Given the scientific advancements
over the years and our growing understanding of DNA, cells, and more, biotechnology represents the
future of what can be done with the knowledge of living beings.

W

at

“Cybersecurity” is the last topic area in the resolution. It is probably most commonly associated as a
security issue as “security” is also present in the term “cybersecurity” itself. “Cybersecurity” is
commonly understood as the protection of digital computers, networks, and information from
unauthorized access, exposure, manipulation, or attack. Some understand “cybersecurity” in a purely
preventative sense, such as improved firewalls, or digital protections, but is can also be understood in a
combative sense, such as offensive cyber capabilities where the threat of attack could deter potential
cyber hackers.
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Affirmative Strategies
Specific Plans
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This section doesn’t attempt to list all potential plans and cases on this year’s resolution, but rather to
provide a small representative sample. Here is a brief case listfor each plank of the resolution: artificial
intelligence, biotechnology, and cybersecurity.

k
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Artificial Intelligence: Artificially intelligent technologies are proliferating the world at a rapid pace.
Some of which could be concern for the US and its NATO allies as threats to their security, interests, or
Western democratic values. One affirmative plan option is the regulate or ban the use of autonomous
weapons, claiming arguments such as the dangers of the technologicalization of warfare and the ways
autonomous weapons complicate guilt and responsibility in combat. Another AI plan could be to
regulate facial recognition technology, where potential advantages could be about the dystopian
dangers of hyper-surveillance as well as its support for security operations that could not be to US or
NATO benefit. A different affirmative plan could be the utilization of artificial intelligence in the support
of international supply chains, logistics, and trade. Advantages could include economics and inflation,
delays in improving physical and digital infrastructures, and the inefficiencies of trade methods in the
status quo. Negatives could respond to affirmatives such as these with an alternate actor counterplan
such as US and China, or the United Nations. There is also ample opportunity for impact turns
advocating such uses of artificial intelligence are beneficial, or that US and NATO attempts to limit their
use only increases their use by hostile powers.
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Biotechnology: Biotechnology is booming around the massive improvements in technology that propel
scientific innovation. Some innovations that could benefit US and NATO countries, and others that may
be of concern. One affirmative plan option could be increased US and NATO cooperation over vaccine
diplomacy, with advantages concerning cooperative vaccine development and info-sharing, supply and
distribution coordination, and simplified norms for cross-border traveling. Another affirmative idea
could be US and NATO agricultural cooperation with biotechnology. Advantage areas could include food
security, supply chain and climate change issues, and economics and trade. An affirmative plan idea
more hesitant to the widespread adoption and use of biotechnology could be regulation of CRISPR gene
editing technology. Advantages could discuss scientific and biological ethics, establishing international
norms for ground-breaking scientific advancements, and medical safety. Negatives have ample
counterplan opportunity against affirmatives of this nature, including international actor counterplans
as well as private sector or private/public partnership counterplans. The negative could also critique the
fear of limiting the possibilities of biotechnology and advocate for the value of bio-technic
improvements in the self and society.

W

Cybersecurity: As the world continues to get more digital, so too are threats to NATO countries
increasingly digital as well. With attacks on both private companies within countries, and public and
military infrastructure itself, the US and NATO countries understand the importance of cybersecurity for
the present and future. One affirmative plan could be US and NATO investment and development of
critical cyber infrastructure. Advantages could involve information and technology sharing and
cooperation, and increased protection from cyber attacks. Another plan option could be a cyber attack
response and recovery fund with advantages related to inter-state protection, communication, and
defensive re-building. A less defensive plan focus could be creating and sharing offensive cyber
capabilities amongst NATO members or a NATO committee for military cyber operations. Advantages
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could include cyber attack deterrence, and stronger US and NATO cooperation to match growing cyber
threats geopolitically. Negatives have counterplan diversity with actor CP’s as well as private actor
options. More available in this topic area are disadvantages regarding technological innovation and
economics of the technology industry. Negatives can also critique the security logics of affirmatives and
demonstrate their replication of militarization and threat construction.

Impact Areas

m

As related topic areas, many affirmative plans and topic areas will likely share impact areas of focus. The
ones below represent a likely assortment of impacts and issues affirmative teams will draw attention to
in their cases and will be topics of debate. While some of the impact areas in this list are similar,
affirmatives will also be able to create more specific advantages and impact areas based on the
specificity of their plan.

Sa

Tech Race: Almost any affirmative in any topic area can deploy technological race impacts. Affirmative’s
can argue that like arm’s races or the space race, a tech rise can implicate global hegemony in the future
as well as implicate the possibility of ever-more-dangerous technological developments in the future
that make the world a continually less safe place.
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Hegemony: Practically all the affirmative topic areas have connections to US and NATO global
hegemony. Hegemony can be linked to smaller impacts such as international conflict and peace as well
as international norms and values. Affirmatives can argue that US and NATO hegemony is important for
the world’s security from emerging technologies and/or maintaining the ethical utilization of emerging
technologies.
China / Russia Bad: Certain affirmative plans can have impact areas around the threats that international
actors such as Russia and China pose. Affirmatives can isolate the dangers those countries employ,
whether surrounding cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, or biotechnology, and argue US and NATO
action is necessary to counter-balance against the threat they pose.
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Military Threats: Certain affirmative plans and topic areas can highlight the military threats to the US
and NATO that cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, and/or biotechnology poses. Affirmative’s can argue
these technologies ability to lead to miscalculation, technological arms races, and increasingly
devastating conflict.
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Greetings!
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The affirmative argues that, due to the lack of collaborative development of AI, NATO members are
vulnerable to cyber-attacks and disinformation campaigns. US led collaborative development is key
because the US military has salient technologies, but the development needs to be unified for effective
NATO security, The first advantage isolates the major uptick in Chinese and Russian cyberattacks that
threaten Western hegemony that can only be solved through the integration of AI. The second
advantage discusses how the disinformation and cyberespionage campaigns threaten the democratic
integrity of the West. The first advantage provides many routes to your favorite stock war scenarios that
should be used to outweigh Kritiks and provide key framing arguments. The first advantage can also linkturn DAs related to backlash. The second advantage enables link turns and perm argument against the
stock Kritiks like colonialism or militarism.
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Best of luck!
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The drifting of US-European relations is prohibiting a transatlantic development of AI
Ulrike Franke, Franke is a Senior Policy Fellow at the European Council on Foreign
Relations, January 20, 2021,
“Artificial divide: How Europe and America could clash over AI” https://ecfr.eu/publication/artificialdivide-how-europe-and-america-could-clash-over-ai/ (accessed: 03/27/22)
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The most important aspect of transatlantic estrangement, however, is not the loss of trust between the
US and Europe – which they will eventually reverse. Rather, during the four years of the Trump
administration, and partly in response to isolationist tendencies in the US, Europeans have become
much more comfortable talking about European strategic autonomy or sovereignty. Without
encouraging the narrative that these efforts are directed against the US, or were primarily an answer to
Trump, Europeans aim to empower Europe as an actor in its own right. In the technological realm, this
led to the idea of European digital sovereignty, the aim of which is to build up European technological
capabilities. Although European digital sovereignty is not specifically targeted at the US, it has led,
among other things, to efforts such as the possible regulation of American technology companies and
concerns over American firms acquiring European start-ups. European campaigners and some
policymakers believe US tech giants such as Google, Apple, Facebook, and Amazon are forces to protect
against. European thinking on technology partly developed in opposition to the US and US companies.
Thus, European efforts to build up digital sovereignty may impede transatlantic cooperation.
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Plan: The United States Federal Government should substantially increase its security
cooperation with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in the development of
Artificial Intelligence
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Advantage 1: Hegemony
Russia is preparing large-scale cyberattacks against NATO
Lauren Cerulus, Cerulus is the Cybersecurity Editor at Politico Europe, March 24, 2022,
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“NATO steps up intelligence-sharing ‘in preparation’ for Russian cyberattacks”
https://www.politico.eu/article/nato-steps-up-intelligence-sharing-in-preparation-of-russiancyberattacks/ (accessed: 03/26/22)
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Leaders of the NATO defense alliance Thursday said they were stepping up intelligence-sharing on
feared Russian cyberattacks, following U.S. warnings that Moscow was preparing large-scale attacks on
NATO countries linked to its military invasion in Ukraine. "In preparation for any Russian malicious cyber
response to the actions we have taken, we are taking steps to increase the resilience of the
infrastructure in our respective nations by strengthening our coordinated cyber defences and improving
our shared awareness of cyber threats," said a statement released after NATO leaders met in Brussels
Thursday. U.S. President Joe Biden earlier this week warned that he had "evolving intelligence" that
showed Russia was preparing to conduct cyberattacks on U.S. infrastructure, urging organizations in the
U.S. to patch their systems in anticipation of attacks. Biden's message added urgency to repeated calls
of authorities in NATO countries to prepare for cyberattacks.

k

Russia and China’s development of AI threatens to revolutionize geopolitics within the
next decade
Al Jazeera, November 31, 2021,
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“UK spy chief warns China, Russia racing to master AI”
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/11/30/uk-spy-chief-warns-china-russia-racing-to-master-ai
(accessed: 03/26/22)
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The chief of the United Kingdom’s foreign spy service is to warn that China and Russia are racing to
master artificial intelligence in a way that could revolutionise geopolitics over the next 10 years. Richard
Moore, who heads the Secret Intelligence Service, known as MI6, is due to make his first public speech
since becoming chief of the organisation on Tuesday. In extracts of the speech released in advance by
the British government he will say quantum engineering, engineered biology, vast troves of data and
advances in computer power pose a threat that needs to be addressed by democratic powers. “Our
adversaries are pouring money and ambition into mastering artificial intelligence, quantum computing
and synthetic biology, because they know that mastering these technologies will give them leverage,”
Moore, who rarely makes public speeches, will say when he sets out his view of current threats.
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Increased integration of AI is key to deterrence—US leadership is key
Bruce Jones, Senior Fellow - Foreign Policy, Center for East Asia Policy Studies, Center
for Security, Strategy, and Technology at Brookings, June 14, 2021
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“The future of NATO in an order transformed,” https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-fromchaos/2021/06/14/the-future-of-nato-in-an-order-transformed/ (accessed: 03/26/22)
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In tackling the issues of those geographical regions, NATO also needs to confront challenges of
coherence and capacity. Two decades of focus on counterterrorism and stabilization efforts in
Afghanistan have not left NATO well-equipped, well-trained, or well-postured to confront new dynamics
of great power rivalry. NATO needs to reorient and retool itself. First, with regards to technology. NATO
has become the most advanced international mechanism for responding to cyberattacks. That’s
important and should be sustained, but to confront future challenges the alliance has to go deeper on
questions of artificial intelligence (AI) and its application to the military domain. Not all members of
NATO will bring much to this table; but a core group of countries — including smaller members with
niche capabilities — could work with the U.S. to develop critical AI-infused deterrent capacity.
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The development and integration of AI is key to NATO hegemony
Larence Aronhime and Alexander Cocron, Aronhime is an Associate Teaching Professor in
the Whiting School of Engineering at Johns Hopkins University, where he teaches
innovation and business design. And Cocron is a Lecturer in the Whiting School of
Engineering at Johns Hopkins University, July 19, 2021,
“NATO’s Innovation Challenge,” https://www.nato.int/docu/review/articles/2021/07/19/natosinnovation-challenge/index.html (accessed: 03/14/22)
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We may now find ourselves in similar times. The Alliance faces rising competitors and, like the space
race before it, the competition will require innovation in emerging and highly disruptive technologies. At
the London Leaders’ meeting in 2019, the Alliance defined seven areas of emerging and potentially
disruptive technologies that will be “highly influential for the development of future military
capabilities”. They are data, Artificial Intelligence (AI), autonomy, space, hypersonics, quantum and
biotechnology. For policymakers, the question immediately arises: “Is the Alliance ahead or behind?” To
answer such a question properly, the terms need to be framed in such a way that an answer can be
measured and thus either falsified or proved. For example, has a member of the Alliance developed a
vehicle that can safely travel at Mach 10 from New York to Paris? An answer to this question is
measurable and falsifiable. The question does not ask how such a vehicle should be produced or what
the design of its architecture and components should look like. Or how many patents and engineers are
needed. Rather, the question has a clearly stated goal that can be used to challenge and inspire
government, industry and academia, much as President Kennedy did. Sputnik moments In an era of
constrained budgets, the Alliance must make its innovation investments wisely in order to avoid future
“Sputnik moments.” But such moments become increasingly likely if it is not clear where the Alliance is
behind or where it is ahead of its competitors. The approach thus far has been to track national inputs:
how many patents filed, how many science and technology researchers employed, how much research
and development money invested, how many new technology startups founded and funded. In other
words, invest and hope for the best. These input metrics certainly have their use, but they do not
reliably predict which countries will innovate in potentially important ways. Would looking at these
input measures have enabled the Alliance to predict the Soviet Union’s successful Sputnik launch?
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A cyberwar would be catastrophic for the world
Ian Bogost, Bogost is a contributing writer at The Atlantic and the Director of the
Program in Film & Media Studies at Washington University in St. Louis, February 26 ,
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2022,
“‘Netwar’ Could Be Even Worse Than Cyberwar”
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2022/02/russia-ukraine-conflict-cyberwar/622931/
(accessed: 03/26/22)
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But the most legitimate, identifiable example of cyberwar remains largely singular: the Russian malware
attack on Ukrainian energy utilities in 2015, following the seizure of Crimea the year before. The effort
very briefly took out electricity to hundreds of thousands of people. Related efforts followed, targeting
Ukrainian banks, transportation infrastructure, and ports. Those incursions were, and remained, mostly
a warning: Cyberwar was now possible in earnest. This week’s Russian invasion of Ukraine has not yet,
as far as we know, involved a major cyberattack. But the Crimean precedent, combined with Putin’s
threats against anyone who might intervene, has made cyberwar a global issue. Proximity doesn’t
matter. At any time, at least in theory, your bank accounts, your power, your waterworks, and
everything else might seize up. The result could be catastrophic.In 1993, Arquilla and Ronfeldt’s
prediction of a “transformation in the nature of war” might have seemed a step too far. The prior
transformation in the nature of war had developed from the deliberate, planned accrual of nuclear
weapons by a select few superpowers: an active buildup of strategic arsenals. The threat of cyberwar, by
contrast, has more to do with a global stockpile of vulnerabilities, amassed by accident as a by-product
of continued innovations in connectivity. In the end, the sensation is the same: a foreboding feeling of
pervasive, imminent risk. Cyberwar is real.
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Advantage 2: Democracy
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NATO’s lack of AI development threatens cohesion and human rights
MELISSA HEIKKILÄ, Heikkilä is POLITICO Europe’s AI Correspondent, based in London .
March 29, 2021,

“NATO wants to set AI standards. If only its members agreed on the basics.”
https://www.politico.eu/article/nato-ai-artificial-intelligence-standards-priorities/ (accessed: 03/26/22)
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These issues threaten to hamper NATO's standard-setting drive. "I think there’s a certain danger that if
NATO doesn’t take this on as a real challenge, that it may be marginalized by other such efforts,” Franke
said. She pointed to the U.S.-led AI Partnership for Defense, which consists of 13 countries from Europe
and Asia to collaborate on AI use in the military context — a forum which could supplant NATO as the
standard-setting body. That could have consequences for human rights, too. “NATO… is a great place to
responsibly think about how to harness the good parts of this technology and how to prohibit the parts
that would be catastrophic for humanitarian law and human rights law, and people at the end of the
day,” said Verity Coyle, a senior adviser at Amnesty International, which is part of the Stop Killer Robots
campaign.
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Russian disinformation and cyber attacks polarize the West
Alina Polyakova, President and CEO - Center for European Policy Analysis as well as an
adjunct professor of European studies at the Johns Hopkins University’s School of
Advanced International Studies, November 15, 2018,
“Weapons of the weak: Russia and AI-driven asymmetric warfare”
https://www.brookings.edu/research/weapons-of-the-weak-russia-and-ai-driven-asymmetric-warfare/
(accessed: 03/26/22)
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Maskirovka, as a theory and operational practice, also applies to nonmilitary asymmetric operations.
Modern Russian disinformation and cyber attacks against the West rely on obfuscation and deception in
line with the guiding principles of maskirovka. During the 2016 U.S. Presidential elections, for example,
Russian citizens working in a troll factory in St. Petersburg, known as the Internet Research Agency (IRA),
set up fake social media accounts pretending to be real Americans. These personas then spread
conspiracy theories, disinformation, and divisive content meant to amplify societal polarization by
pitting opposing groups against each other.[24] The IRA troll factory itself, while operating with the
knowledge and support of the Kremlin and the Russian intelligence services, was founded and managed
by proxy: a Russian oligarch known as “Putin’s chef,” Yevgeny Prigozhin. Concord, a catering company
controlled by Prigozhin, was the main funder and manager of the IRA, and it went to great lengths to
conceal the company’s involvement, including the setting up a web of fourteen bank accounts to
transfer funding to the IRA.[25] Such obfuscation tactics were designed to conceal the true source and
goals of the influence operations in the United Stated while allowing the Kremlin to retain plausible
deniability if the operations were uncovered—nonconventional maskirovka in practice.
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AI led disinformation campaigns threaten Western soft power and diplomacy
Alina Polyakova, President and CEO - Center for European Policy Analysis as well as an
adjunct professor of European studies at the Johns Hopkins University’s School of
Advanced International Studies, November 15, 2018,
“Weapons of the weak: Russia and AI-driven asymmetric warfare”
https://www.brookings.edu/research/weapons-of-the-weak-russia-and-ai-driven-asymmetric-warfare/
(accessed: 03/26/22)
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Three threat vectors in particular require immediate attention. First, advances in deep learning are
making synthetic media content quick, cheap, and easy to produce. AI-enabled audio and video
manipulation, so-called “deep fakes,” is already available through easy-to-use apps such as
Face2Face,[31] which allows for one person’s expressions to be mapped onto another face in a target
video. Video to Video Synthesis[32] can synthesize realistic video based a baseline of inputs. Other tools
can synthesize realistic photographs of AI-rendered faces, reproduce videos and audio of any world
leader,[33] and synthesize street scenes to appear in a different season.[34] Using these tools, China
recently unveiled an AI made news anchor.[35] As the barriers of entry for accessing such tools continue
to decrease, their appeal to low-resource actors will increase. Whereas most Russian disinformation
content has been static (e.g., false news stories, memes, graphically designed ads), advances in learning
AI will turn disinformation dynamic (e.g. video, audio). Because audio and video can easily be shared on
smart phones and do not require literacy, dynamic disinformation content will be able to reach a
broader audience in more countries. For example, in India, false videos shared through Whatsapp
incited riots and murders.[36] Unlike Facebook or Twitter, Whatsapp (owned by Facebook) is an end-toend encrypted messaging platform, which means that content shared via the platform is basically
unmonitored and untraceable. The “democratization of disinformation” will make it difficult for
governments to counter AI-driven disinformation. Advances in machine learning are producing
algorithms that “continuously learn how to more effectively replicate the appearance of reality,” which
means that “deep fakes cannot easily be detected by other algorithms.”[37] Russia, China, and others
could harness these new publicly available technologies to undermine Western soft power or public
diplomacy efforts around the world. Debunking or attributing such content will require far more
resources than the cost of production, and it will be difficult if not impossible to do so in real time.
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NATO’s development of AI is key to security and democratic values
Joanna van der Merwe, Merwe holds an MA in International Relations and Global
Conflict in the Modern Era, from Leiden University, February 17, 2021
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“NATO Leadership on Ethical AI is Key to Future Interoperability” https://cepa.org/nato-leadership-onethical-ai-is-key-to-future-interoperability/ (accessed: 03/26/22)
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Without a NATO-led initiative focused on aligning these ethical principles across the Alliance, the
interoperability risk of nations fielding AI-based systems that hinder joint operations is high. As the
foremost security framework for Europe and North America, as well as the leading defense alliance for
promoting and protecting democratic values, NATO is able to facilitate alignment on this issue. As part
of a broader strategy on emerging and disruptive technologies, NATO must prioritize ethical AI if it
wishes to promote the shared values upon which it was founded, play a key role in facilitating
innovation across the Atlantic, and ultimately retain the ability of its members to undertake joint
operations. Establishing NATO ethical AI principles is the first step toward both technical and political
alignment, in turn enhancing and fostering interoperability, which is the foundation for NATO to
respond to emerging threats as an Alliance, in a flexible and timely manner.
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Russian AI can conduct precision propaganda which threatens democracy
Alina Polyakova, President and CEO - Center for European Policy Analysis as well as an
adjunct professor of European studies at the Johns Hopkins University’s School of
Advanced International Studies, November 15, 2018,
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“Weapons of the weak: Russia and AI-driven asymmetric warfare”
https://www.brookings.edu/research/weapons-of-the-weak-russia-and-ai-driven-asymmetric-warfare/
(accessed: 03/26/22)
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Third, deep fakes and emotionally manipulative content will be able to reach the intended audience
with a high degree of precision due to advances in content distribution networks. “Precision
propaganda” is the set of interconnected tools that comprise an “ecosystem of services that enable
highly targeted political communications that reach millions of people with customized messages.”[40]
The full scope of this ecosystem, which includes data collection, advertising platforms, and search
engine optimization, aims to parse out audiences in granular detail and identify new receptive audiences
will be “supercharged” by advances in AI. The content that users see online is the end product of an
underlying multi-billion dollar industry that involves thousands of companies that work together to
assess individuals’ preferences, attitudes, and tastes to ensure maximum efficiency, profitability, and
real-time responsiveness of content delivery. Russian operations (as far as we know), relied on the most
basic of these tools. But, as Ghosh and Scott suggest, a more advanced operation could use the full suite
of services utilized by companies to track political attitudes on social media across all congressional
districts, analyze who is most likely to vote and where, and then launch, almost instantly, a customized
campaign at a highly localized level to discourage voting in the most vulnerable districts. Such a
campaign, due to its highly personalized structure, would likely have significant impact on voting
behavior.[41]
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Cooperative development of AI is key to counter Russia and China
Forrest E. Morgan et al., Morgan was a lieutenant colonel in the Air Force, a professor at the Air
University School of Advanced and a policy analyst at RAND, 2020

“Military Applications of Artificial Intelligence” https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR31391.html (accessed: 03/27/22)
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The authors of this report examine military applications of artificial intelligence (AI) and consider the
ethical implications. The authors survey the kinds of technologies broadly classified as AI, consider their
potential benefits in military applications, and assess the ethical, operational, and strategic risks that
these technologies entail. After comparing military AI development efforts in the United States, China,
and Russia, the authors examine those states' policy positions regarding proposals to ban or regulate the
development and employment of autonomous weapons, a military application of AI that arms control
advocates find particularly troubling. Finding that potential adversaries are increasingly integrating AI
into a range of military applications in pursuit of warfighting advantages, they recommend that the U.S.
Air Force organize, train, and equip to prevail in a world in which military systems empowered by AI are
prominent in all domains. Although efforts to ban autonomous weapons are unlikely to succeed, there is
growing recognition among states that risks associated with military AI will require human operators to
maintain positive control in its employment. Thus, the authors recommend that Air Force, Joint Staff,
and other Department of Defense leaders work with the State Department to seek greater technical
cooperation and policy alignment with allies and partners, while also exploring confidence-building and
risk-reduction measures with China, Russia, and other states attempting to develop military AI. The
research in this report was conducted in 2017 and 2018. The report was delivered to the sponsor in
October 2018 and was approved for distribution in March 2020.
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Collaborative develop of AI is key to democracy and security
Katherine Walla, Walla is the Assistant Director of editorial at the Atlantic Council ,
October 29, 2020,
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“The transatlantic alliance needs to work together to gain technological edge”
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/the-transatlantic-alliance-needs-to-worktogether-to-gain-technological-edge/ (accessed: 03/26/22)
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A rules-based system by transatlantic norms: According to Work, joint EU-US work on artificial
intelligence is “absolutely critical” to “shape artificial norms and technical standards” that respect
freedom before China sets the rules. Geoană also agreed that democracies need to establish standards
and norms for artificial intelligence use early to “keep our citizens safe and prosperous,” warning that
“we have to bring all the arsenal, our toolboxes, our imagination, [and] our strengths together in this
direction.” Bulk up for stronger AI standards: Jørgensen agreed that democratic allies and partners
should set their priorities to “lead the development of technology and be at the forefront when it comes
to setting the global standard.” Jørgensen floated tapping into partnerships with non-NATO countries
like India, because “the larger the combined economic weight of our allied partners, the more effective
we will be in promoting our standards.”
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US cooperation is key to effective use of AI—there are 6 warrants
Zoe Stanley-Lockman and Edward Hunter Christie, Stanley-Lockman is an Innovation Officer
in the Emerging Security Challenges Division in NATO’s International Staff, and focuses
particularly on Artificial Intelligence and Autonomy and Christie is the owner and founder of AI
Policy Consulting and served as lead consultant to NATO in the preparation of NATO’s
AI Strategy, October 25, 2021
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“An Artificial Intelligence Strategy for NATO,”
https://www.nato.int/docu/review/articles/2021/10/25/an-artificial-intelligence-strategy-fornato/index.html (accessed: 03/14/22)
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Allies and NATO commit to ensuring that the AI applications they develop and consider for deployment
will be in accordance with the following six principles: Lawfulness: AI applications will be developed and
used in accordance with national and international law, including international humanitarian law and
human rights law, as applicable. Responsibility and Accountability: AI applications will be developed and
used with appropriate levels of judgment and care; clear human responsibility shall apply in order to
ensure accountability. Explainability and Traceability: AI applications will be appropriately
understandable and transparent, including through the use of review methodologies, sources, and
procedures. This includes verification, assessment and validation mechanisms at either a NATO and/or
national level. Reliability: AI applications will have explicit, well-defined use cases. The safety, security,
and robustness of such capabilities will be subject to testing and assurance within those use cases across
their entire life cycle, including through established NATO and/or national certification procedures.
Governability: AI applications will be developed and used according to their intended functions and will
allow for: appropriate human-machine interaction; the ability to detect and avoid unintended
consequences; and the ability to take steps, such as disengagement or deactivation of systems, when
such systems demonstrate unintended behaviour. Bias Mitigation: Proactive steps will be taken to
minimise any unintended bias in the development and use of AI applications and in data sets. Having
agreed to adopt these mutually reinforcing principles, the task now turns to translating them into
principled action. As such, NATO’s role in operationalising these principles will involve efforts that
similarly tackle different aspects of the technology’s lifecycle. Building the principles of responsible use
into the front end of AI development is important because, the later they are considered, the harder it
may be to ensure they are upheld. Ensuring a full life-cycle approach also depends on multi-stakeholder
engagement because responsibility is diffused amongst the policymakers, designers, developers, and
testers, as well as operational end users that engage in AI development and use. For NATO, this is
relevant because various entities play an active role in AI integration, and because the Alliance can
encourage coherence with national AI developments.
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EXTENSIONS
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Russian hacking threatens critical global infrastructure like nuclear powerplants
Katie Benner and Kate Conger, e Benner covers the Justice Department and Conger is a
technology reporter, March 24, 2022,
“U.S. Accuses 4 Russians of Hacking Infrastructure, Including Nuclear Plant”
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/24/us/politics/russians-cyberattacks-infrastructure-nuclearplant.html (accessed: 03/26/22)
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WASHINGTON — The Justice Department unsealed charges on Thursday accusing four Russian officials
of carrying out a series of cyberattacks targeting critical infrastructure in the United States, including a
nuclear power plant in Kansas, and evidently compromising a petrochemical facility in Saudi Arabia. The
announcement covered hackings from 2012 to 2018, but served as yet another warning from the Biden
administration of Russia’s ability to conduct such operations. It came days after President Biden told
businesses that Moscow could wage such attacks to retaliate against countries that have forcefully
opposed the Russian invasion of Ukraine. “Although the criminal charges unsealed today reflect past
activity, they make crystal clear the urgent ongoing need for American businesses to harden their
defenses and remain vigilant,” Deputy Attorney General Lisa O. Monaco said in a statement. “Russian
state-sponsored hackers pose a serious and persistent threat to critical infrastructure both in the United
States and around the world.”
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Russian cyberattacks causes US retaliation
LAURENS CERULUS AND MAGGIE MILLER, Cerulus is the Cybersecurity Editor at Politico Europe and
Miller is a Cybersecurity Reporter, February 25, 2022, “Could cyberattacks break Putin’s will? Western
leaders weigh options amid fear of escalation” https://www.politico.eu/article/west-cyber-operationforce-russia-back-off-ukraine/ (accessed: 03/26/22)
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As the West ponders further coercive measures, there is growing public discussion of state-backed
cyberattacks as a response to Russian aggression. On Thursday, an NBC News report stated that U.S.
President Joe Biden had been presented with options for cyberattacks against Russian critical
infrastructure, including taking out internet access and power. The White House strongly pushed back
against the NBC report, with a spokesperson for the National Security Council telling POLITICO that the
report was "wildly off base." But Biden himself was clear Thursday afternoon that the U.S. would
respond in kind if Russia took aim at U.S. critical infrastructure. "If Russia pursues cyberattacks against
our companies, our critical infrastructure, we're prepared to respond,” the U.S. president said in a
speech at the White House. “For months, we've been working closely with the private sector to harden
our cyber defenses, sharpen our response to Russian cyberattacks."
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Russia is hedging its bet for world domination on its development of AI
Alina Polyakova, President and CEO - Center for European Policy Analysis as well as an
adjunct professor of European studies at the Johns Hopkins University’s School of
Advanced International Studies, November 15, 2018,
“Weapons of the weak: Russia and AI-driven asymmetric warfare”
https://www.brookings.edu/research/weapons-of-the-weak-russia-and-ai-driven-asymmetric-warfare/
(accessed: 03/26/22)
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Speaking to Russian students on the first day of the school year in September 2017, Putin squarely
positioned Russia in the technological arms race for artificial intelligence (AI). Putin’s comment (see
above) signaled that, like China and the United States, Russia sees itself engaged in direct geopolitical
competition with the world’s great powers, and AI is the currency that Russia is betting on. But, unlike
the United States and China, Russia lags behind in research and development on AI and other emerging
technologies. Russia’s economy makes up less than 2 percent of global GDP compared to 24 percent for
the United States and 15 percent for China, which puts Russia on par with a country like Spain.[3]
Despite Putin’s focus on AI, the Russian government has not released a strategy, like China has, on how
the country plans to lead in this area. The Russian government’s future investment in AI research is
unknown, but reports estimate that it spends approximately $12.5 million a year[4] on AI research,
putting it far behind China’s plan to invest $150 billion through 2030. The U.S. Department of Defense
alone spends $7.4 billion annually on unclassified research and development on AI and related fields
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Chinese cyberattacks against NATO have increased by 116% since Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine
Audrey Conklin, Conklin is a digital reporter for FOX Business and Fox News, March 26 ,
“Chinese cyberattacks on NATO countries increase 116% since Russia's invasion of Ukraine: study”
https://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/chinese-cyberattacks-nato-increase-ukraine (accessed:
03/26/22)
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Cyberattacks against NATO countries originating from Chinese IP addresses have increased 116% since
Russia invaded Ukraine on Feb. 24, new research shows. Cyberattacks from Chinese IPs have also risen
72% worldwide, according to trends analyzed before and after Russia's invasion of Ukraine by
cybersecurity firm Check Point Research. "As the Russia-Ukraine conflict intensifies, we grew curious
around cyber attacks originating from China. We’re seeing significant increases in cyber attacks that
originate from Chinese IP addresses," Omer Dembinsky, data group manager at Check Point Software,
the software arm of Check Point, said in an emailed statement.
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